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The Ultimate Checklist to Get Rid of That
Element You Can't Find

First off I'm sure you've checked the Website Content section on the page it

appears, but if it's on multiple pages, it may not always be as obvious. They are

sorted, for your convenience, in order of likelihood that the code in question may

appear.

Website Settings
This is always a good place to start. Website Settings has the header and footer

html sections at the bottom. This means that not only can you add directly to the

header or footer of all pages globally, but it also can support css styling, and jquery

script, moving content anywhere on the page. The script and the content may both

be found here. If only one is found, you may want to continue further down the list.

A good way to identify if it is this one, is that content will most likely be global. This

means that if the change is only on one page, it's most likely not here. There could

still be element id's that only appear on one page, (like the contact page.) that

There are a lot of places that content can hide. Here are just a few of them.
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have script here. It wouldn't affect any other pages, so that code may still be in the

Website Settings.

ZSeries Design Studio > More Settings
The More Settings section of the ZSeries Design studio is especially treacherous.

It supports direct html, css, and even script. The good thing about this section is

that things are typically categorized, and they tell you what sections have code

additions. Just because everything has a predetermined section however, doesn't

mean that it won't work if you place it outside the tag in another section. (Someone

really shouldn't be adding things where they don't belong, but you should check

just in case.) You will know if it's not here if the site is entirely custom and there is

no icon for the Design Studio on the admin home screen.

Website Content > HTML
If a change only appears on one page, you can pretty safely assume that the code

is only on that one page. The HTML section of the page itself on the Website

content often goes overlooked. Styling and script can be placed at the top or

bottom of the HTML for these pages.

FTP
More common for custom and semi-custom sites, some templated sites still may

have code in the FTP. If they don't have a Design Studio to place code in, it's

pretty safe to assume that it's in the FTP. If it's on the splash page, check the

splash.asp. If it's on the content pages, check the default.asp. If it's anywhere else,

it will be in a css or js document linked in the header, and you will be able to trace

down the exact name and directory in the page source. When in doubt, inspect

that element.

Design Studio > More Settings > Custom Home Page Widget Code
Design Studio > More Settings > Custom Quick Searches
These two sections are supposed to be reserved for custom home page widgets

and quick searches, but have been known to house custom code of all varieties.

Thankfully these sections are pretty exclusively reserved for custom elements

overlaying the slideshow of the template. If your custom element is overlaying the

slideshow, it's pretty safe to assume the code for that can be found here.



ZSeries Design Studio > Custom Photo Script
Hidden under the Edit Photos section of the Design Studio, you have the option to

add custom script, or (any custom code for that matter,) where a photo should

normally go. Since this does allow script however, it is theoretically possible to

have jquery modifications hidden in this element. Typically the easiest way to tell if

the element you are looking for is hidden here is if it is where a photo typically

goes on the same template.

Search Engine Optimization > View Web Awards/Links
These are reserved solely for the footer of the website. If the element you are

trying to track down is not in the footer, keep moving.

FS Control Panel > Manage Ad Space
Lost in a forgotten and unused section of the admin panel typically reserved for

advertisers, there is a change a custom element may be placed here.
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